
 Tax Trivia: 
  
A Tariff is a direct tax imposed on 
imported and exported goods.   
The word originates from the word  
“tar,” a thick, sticky liquid. 
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Human Trafficking 

S.B. 657, effective January 1, 2012 (codified as Civil Code § 1714.43 and Revenue &Taxation 
Code § 19547.5), requires all retailers and manufacturers which have annual worldwide sales of $100 
million or more and is doing business in California to publicly disclose their efforts to identify their 
suppliers or subsuppliers that use slavery or engage in human trafficking and what the company is 
trying to do to eliminate it from their supply chains.    The law does not require that the retailer or 
manufacturer take specific action to eliminate slavery or human trafficking.   It only requires that they 
disclose what efforts they are taking.  Presumably, consumer reaction will be sufficient motivation to 
induce corporate action.   

A company is doing business in California if it satisfies any of the following criteria:  (1) it is 
incorporated or domiciled in California; (2) its sales in California exceed the lesser of $500,000 or 25% 
of the company’s total sales; (3) the value of the company’s real and tangible personal property located 
in California exceeds the lesser of $50,000 or 25% of the company’s total real and tangible personal 
property; or (4) the amount of compensation paid in California exceeds the lesser of $50,000 or 25% of 
the company’s total compensation payments.  

The disclosure must be posted on the retailer’s or manufacturer’s website with a conspicuous 
and easily understood link to this information on its homepage.  If a retailer or manufacturer does not 
have a website, it must provide consumers with written disclosure within 30 days of a consumer’s 
request.   The disclosure must, at a minimum, disclose the extent to which the retailer or manufacturer:  
(1) verifies product supply chains to evaluate and address risks of human trafficking and slavery; (2) 
audits suppliers to evaluate supplier compliance with the company’s standards and specify if the audit 
was not an independent, unannounced audit; (3) requires its direct suppliers to certify that materials 
incorporated into the product comply with the laws on slavery and human trafficking in the countries in 
which the supplier does business; (4) maintains internal accountability standards and procedures for 
employees or contractors who fail to meet the company’s standards on these issues;  and (5) provides 
training to company employees and management responsible for supply chain management on slavery 
and human trafficking and in particular with respect to mitigating risks within the supply chains.  

S.B. 657 provides that the exclusive remedy for a violation of these provisions is an action by 
the Attorney General for injunctive relief but also states that it does not limit or prohibit remedies that 
may be available under other federal and state laws.   Many attorneys have expressed concern that 
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 Tax Trivia: 
 
The error rate for a paper 
return is 21%; the error 
rate for an electronic  
return is only  ½ of 1%. 
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private citizens may be able to file lawsuits against noncompliant companies under California’s Private 
Attorney General Act of 2004 or, if they fail to disclose or disclose efforts deemed inadequate by 
consumers and sales are adversely affected, shareholder derivative suits and other shareholder actions.   
While the law does not directly apply to small retailers and manufacturers, small companies in the 
supply chain will be affected due to audits by reporting companies and the requirement that suppliers 
certify that they are in compliance with applicable laws on slavery and human trafficking.  

California is the first state to enact such a law.   The State Department estimates that over 12 
million people are held in slavery worldwide and up to 17,500 of these are in the United States.  The 
law is not limited to suppliers in foreign countries and the recitals to SB 657 specifically state that 
“[s]lavery and human trafficking exist in every country, including the United States, and the State of 
California.”  

New “Dogooder” Forms of Corporate Entities 

Effective January 1, 2012, California enacted two new classes of corporate entities:   benefit 
corporations (codified in Corporations Code § 14600 et seq.) and flexible benefit corporations (codified 
in Corporations Code § 2500 et seq. and other provisions of the Corporations Code).   These entities 
permit corporations to pursue social and environmental missions as well as profit. Under current 
corporate law, a corporate entity’s sole mandate is to maximize shareholder value and, if the 
corporation takes into account other stakeholders – such as the community, employees, suppliers or the 
environment – and profits are adversely affected, the shareholders may file a lawsuit against the 
directors for failing to maximize corporate profit.   The benefit corporation and flexible benefit 
corporation are hybrid entities that are operated for profit but also protect directors from liability for 
pursuing social objectives at the expense of corporate profits.  

Benefit corporations mandate that the directors create “general public benefit” – in other 
words, it shifts the corporate purpose from maximizing shareholder value to maximizing stakeholder 
value.  Its formation as a benefit corporation must be clearly stated in its Articles of Incorporation.  A 
benefit corporation can also identify one or more specific public benefits as its primary purpose or 
purposes. Benefit corporations must adhere to third party standards for defining, reporting and 
evaluating its social and environmental performance as well as undergo annual assessments by 
independent third parties of its impact on society and the environment.  
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 Tax Trivia: 
 
The telephone was first 
taxed as a luxury item in  
1989, at the start of the  
Spanish-American War. 
It continues to be taxed 
today.  

 

  
(d)   
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Flexible benefit corporations are not obligated to pursue a generalized public benefit.  This 
form of corporate entity can select one or more specific purposes from an extensive list in the statute. 
These include:   (1) charitable or public purposes that nonprofit corporations can pursue; and (2) 
promoting positive effects, or minimizing adverse effects, for its employees, suppliers, customers, 
creditors,  the community or the environment.   The special purposes for which it is formed must be 
identified in its Articles of Incorporation.  The corporation must prepare and publicly post a summary 
analysis of its activities but is not required to adhere to third-party standards or be evaluated by third 
parties like the benefit corporation is.  

Directors of flexible benefit corporations are required to consider the special purposes for 
which the corporation was formed as well as fiscal issues when making decisions.  By statute, directors 
are liable only to the corporation and its shareholders.   No private right of action is available for 
members of the public to sue the corporation on the basis that it did not pursue its special purpose.  
Existing corporate and non-corporate entities can convert to benefit corporations or flexible benefit 
corporations and benefit corporations and flexible benefit corporations can convert to the regular 
corporate entities, limit liability companies and partnerships.  

California is the sixth state to adopt benefit corporations and the first state to adopt flexible 
benefit corporations.  

If you have any questions regarding any of these new laws, please contact me at 310-441-2500 
or mbarrett@mbarrettlaw.com. 
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